The Power to Be Mobile OnQ

You can easily transfer and release property, capture signatures, and perform audits or inventories from the palm of your hand. No wires needed!

Seamlessly works using your wireless network or over a 3G network with web services enabled on your server.

Overview

This powerful mobile solution—MobileOnQ—lets you manage evidence or assets from anywhere at any time. You can use MobileOnQ at remote locations such as an offsite warehouse, crime lab, court, or any place a PC, laptop, or signature pad may not be available.

Built-in Security: We use the most up-to-date security and encryption protocols to make sure your data is secure. Streamlined technology allows remote synchronization of the mobile transact EvidenceOnQ database.

FEATURES | BENEFITS

Property Room Personnel

Evidence can now be easily staged for large projects such as auctions, drug burns, and gun destructions. Evidence personnel can even move the entire inventory from one location to another. MobileOnQ also allows for boxes and their contents to be moved to new locations. This feature is invaluable for agencies moving into new facilities.

Asset/ Quartermaster Managers

If you are using our system to manage department assets, you can have officers sign for their equipment remotely and wirelessly. Inventories are performed quickly, and managers can easily determine what equipment is on hand or needs to be ordered.

Crime Lab, District Attorney, and Courtroom

With MobileOnQ, you can maintain a secure chain of custody for each transaction. For example, you can capture and wirelessly synchronize signatures from lab personnel when delivering evidence to the crime lab. District attorneys and officers can sign for evidence when taking possession of it for court.

Powerful Admin Tools

EvidenceOnQ has a powerful and easy-to-use interface to manage and track the functionality of each device. Authorized staff can view all transactions, when they were made, who performed them, and much more. Department administration and IT departments will have peace of mind knowing their chain of custody is secure.

Agencies with Remote Storage Locations

Evidence can be stored or released at remote storage locations, which eliminates the need to have a computer at the site. Items can be scanned and transferred, and MobileOnQ can even store signatures of the person receiving the evidence.

Property Release

Property can be released from your lobby, release counter, or offsite storage location, making the release process more convenient for both you and the property owner.
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Transfers Made Easy
You can now transfer items without being tied to a computer. Prepare for auctions, stage destructions, or move the entire inventory of one location to another. All transactions can then be synchronized with your EvidenceOnQ database remotely. No PC, no wires!

Move in Bulk
MobileOnQ allows for boxes and their contents to be moved to new locations. This feature is invaluable for agencies moving into new facilities.

Signature Capture—Easy Sign and Go
Take your evidence to the lab and have them sign for it. Release property to the owner from your lobby or a remote storage location. Have your DA sign for the evidence to take to court. Have officers sign for equipment issue and much more. You can capture signatures from any location and wirelessly sync them with the unalterable chain of custody applied.

Inventory
Inventory just got easier with the ability to synchronize and update your data wirelessly from an authorized Motorola device. Departments with large property rooms or remote storage locations can now easily perform inventories without access to a PC. Request a demo to learn more.

Freedom to be Mobile
Agencies now have the freedom to manage their evidence without being dependent on the availability of a computer. No more wires!

Easy-to-Use Interface
The easy-to-use, one-click interface allows you to quickly start a transaction at any time from any place.

Keep Your Data Secure
FileOnQ, Inc. uses the most up-to-date security and encryption protocols available to ensure your data is secure. Streamlined technology allows remote synchronization of the transactions to your EvidenceOnQ database without compromising data integrity.